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The Lambda operator  

again:

kν = kabs + σsct

and thermal emission + for coherent and isotropic scattering:

ην =  kabs Bν + σsctJν
 

➡ Sν = (kabs Bν + σsct Jν )  /  ( kabs + σsct )

ϵν =
kabsorption

(kabsorption+σ sct )
thermal coupling parameterwith

Sν   =  εν Bν+ (1 - εν ) Jν  (1 - εν ) is the scattering albedo 



discrete grid in τν for Bν , εν , Jν

i. simple solution (sum) for pure absorption εν = 1
ii. matrix (NDxND) inversion for εν < 1  

(number of operations ∝ ND3)

where ND is the number of τν depths

still need to solve the coupling on εν (ρ,T)

 

with corresponding solution for Jν  at a given frequency:



with Jν
(0)

   = Bν ,  εν = εgrey  

 

i. no inversion 
ii. coupling on εν is part of iteration

 

scattering + absorption  ➡   kernel resolution & coverage

scattering mix distant parts of the atmosphere



with Jν
(0)

   = Bν ,  εν = εgrey  

 

i. no inversion 
ii. coupling on εν is part of iteration
iii. indirect method 

scattering + absorption  ➡   kernel resolution & coverage

scattering mix distant parts of the atmosphere



ALI – Accelerated Lambda Iteration (Hubeny & Lanz, 1992, A&A, 262)

Λ → Λ*   +   (Λ  -  Λ*)

 

Λ*  =  optimum lambda operator
 
 used with convergence accelerators

from Hubeny & Mihalas 2015



Model atmosphere coupled equations

i. radiative transfer

ii. hydrostatic equilibrium

with (m = column density)



iii. radiative equilibrium

iv. statistical equilibrium

  with



v. charge conservation



The structure-synthesis approach 

concept of:

i. non-structural elements
ii. non-structural (b-f and b-b) opacities
iii. optimal frequency sampling 

➡ Accurate enough description of structure 
and continuum radiation field @ νn :

a) ρ(τ), NH(τ), ne(τ), T(τ), τ(z), Fv(0) 

b) NLTE: ni,j,k(τ)

➡ Detailed spectral synthesis (fast)

kv (τν), ηv (τν) + radiative transfer equation

high resolution;
precise line broadening;
precise limb darkening;
custom line list (broadening coef, gf, broadening coefs., E, (2Ji,j+1);



The non-gray generic case

The Ψ matrix

sample for H, He in NLTE,
high temperature structure



The structure-synthesis approach 

concept of:

i. non-structural elements
ii. non-structural (b-f and b-b) opacities
iii. optimal frequency sampling 

➡ Model atmosphere provide accurate enough description of structure 
and continuum radiation field @ νi :

a) ρ(τ), NH(τ), ne(τ), T(τ), τ(z), Fv(τ=0) 

b) optional NLTE: ni,j,k(τ)

c) optional: kcont (τ), ηcont (τ) 



The structure-synthesis approach (cont.)  

➡ Detailed spectral synthesis (fast) provide I(ν,μ) →* F(ν)
* (geometry and velocity field)

kv (τν), ηv (τν) + radiative transfer equation (direct solution)

with
- custom (observer´s) frequency grid;
- precise line broadening (natural, Stark, vdW, microturbulence, macroturbulence, rotation);
- limb darkening;
- custom non-structural abundances;
- custom line list (gf, broadening coefs., Ei,j, (2Ji,j+1);
- polarization and Zeeman



Types of model atmosphere structures  

i. Grey
ii. LTE non-grey continuum
iii. LTE + line blancketed
iv. NLTE H+He, LTE line blanketed
v. full NLTE line blanketed models (superlevels) 

Features and processes that may be relevant to model structures:

- presence of convection (3D), advection, conduction.
- non-plane-parallel (spherical, flared disk, or 3D geometry).
- lack of radiative equilibrium (sources).
- variable gravity, magnetic fields.
- mass loss (winds, 3D).
- relativistic effects. tide effects.
- irradiation, condensation. 
- chemical composition stratification.
- time-dependence (in one or more of the above).
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